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echnically this is the second issue of the quarterly magazine Tabletop Gaming - a new title dedicated 
to the widest aspects of board and figure gaming – but with content that is predominantly aligned 
with our hobby. As regular readers of the Lone Warrior Blog may recall, issue 1 of this magazine 

was seemingly designed originally as a one-off guide to the 
“101 best board and tabletop games,” with a last-minute 
decision to try the title as a regular magazine. 
 
Tabletop Gaming Issue 2, feels far more like a proper first 
issue; there are what promise to be regular columns – such 
as “my favourite game” and “outside the box – reflections 
from 10 years in the industry.” There’s also a proper news 
section and more detailed reviews which do more than just 
showcase “the best games around.” I think it is also fair to 
say that the magazine, in this issue at least, has moved even 
closer to embracing miniature gaming as a major part of 
tabletop gaming as a whole. There’s an eight-page extended 
review/interview with designers for Dungeon Saga – which 
is one of the increasingly common hybrid 
boardgame/miniatures game, made up of great looking 
miniatures with 2D card dungeon floorplans. Beyond the 
Gates of Antares, the new science fiction rule set that was 
discussed in issue 1 has a follow-up Battle Report, running 
to five pages, which gives a clear insight into how the game 
actually runs, and has some variable quality pictures of very 
nice looking figures. And The Batman Miniatures game is 
also given the five pages detailed once-over review, for 

what is undeniably a very nicely put together and attractive game system. As the observant will have noticed 
by now – where miniature games are covered, they are done in a good level of detail, but it’s also noticeable 
that the interest is very much in the sphere of fantasy and science fiction games. I’m quite in favour of this 
as there isn’t really another mainstream magazine covering the whole of this side of the hobby, other than 
Games Workshop publications – and these of course, and unsurprisingly, ignore anything that isn’t GW.   
 
On boardgames, there are a couple of nice look-backs at classic games – Cosmic Encounter gets dealt with 
in some detail as there is (yet) another new edition on the way, whilst TSR’s Dragonlance is the subject of 
another new feature “Tabletop Time Machine” which will revisit out of production or obscure boardgames. 
And there are several other games highlighted in the special feature “Best of British” which looks at a half 
dozen or so of the smaller British game companies – including the very nice World of Twilight (nothing to 
do with vampires!) which pits small armies of very unusual fantasy races against each other using some 
exquisite miniatures. There’s more new miniature gaming in the reviews – about 40 pages of these – 
including Osprey’s big new fantasy rule set Frostgrave, Games Workshop’s Age of Sigmar, the Alien 
Versus Predator miniatures game, as well as more mainstream board, dice and card games. A good feature 
of the reviews is that they are all of games which have actually been played – it’s not just an unpacking of 
the box and a look at the contents, but actual comments on how the game plays and – really important this – 
whether it’s fun or not. 
 
The last pages are rounded out with news items on forthcoming games, some wargame show (Claymore), 
shop (Edinburgh’s 6s2hit) and club (South London Warlords – the chaps who put on Salute) reports – as 
well as a figure painting feature. As a magazine Tabletop Gaming is thus, as I had hoped, shaping up to be a 
very useful purchase for those with interests in Fantasy/Science Fiction wargaming and the more general 

T



areas of boardgaming. The only problem I really see it having is one of shelving in shops – I found it not 
with the likes of Miniature Wargames but instead shelved with the computer game magazines which, 
admittedly, it does resemble but whose readership may be less interested in figures and boardgames! 


